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 Vibration-Free Work Station
 [image: Stainless Steel Vibration Isolation Table] 	Pneumatic vibration-free mounts isolate up to 90% of building vibration, eliminate operator fatigue and nausea during microscope operations
	Low-profile, ergonomic design combines stability with convenience
	Built-in pneumatic controller simplifies leveling, allows continuous in-line operation
	Meets Class 100 particle requirements
	Bumper isolates front edge of bench and provides an arm rest
	All-304 stainless steel construction meets the critical cleanliness requirements

 Manufacturers who routinely engage in high-magnification operations know there's more than one cause of motion sickness. Shaky work surfaces not only compromise precision and accuracy—they also literally make you sick!
 As geometries get smaller and assembly and test procedures become more dependent on high magnifications, it becomes more important than ever before to ensure the optimal work surface for every application. That can mean not only effective vibration isolation, but also Class 1 cleanliness, static-dissipation, automated conveyance systems, and a host of other critical operating conditions. Failure to meet any one of these requirements can lead to microscopic errors—and big problems.
 A Modular Vibration-Free Surface For Every Requirement 
 Terra Universal's Vibration-Free Work Station provides the optimal solution to these problems. It incorporates an advanced vibration-control design to provide the ideal work station for high-precision microelectronic manufacturing and testing operations—such as substrate aligning and measuring, surface profiling, probing, and wire bonding. Because the work station isolates 90% of typical building vibration, it eliminates worker fatigue, headaches, and nausea that result from microscopic operations on a shaky surface.
 Each work station consists of five basic components: the frame, benchtop, undertop, shock bumper, and the pneumatic vibration-absorbing mounts and regulation system.
 Pneumatic Vibration-Absorbing Mounts 
 These built-in mounts are designed for applications that require exceptionally high vibration isolation, with a natural frequency down to 2-4 Hz. The vibration absorbing system offers high deflection and a horizontal-to-vertical stillness ratio of one-to-one. This ensures excellent stability without lateral restraints; the system isolates up to 90% of most building vibrations.
 By varying the air input supplied to the pneumatic mounts while a load is applied, the floating work surface can be adjusted in height for leveling within ± .25" (6 mm). Since pneumatic mounts operate at zero deflection under load, this work station requires 30% to 60% less free height than conventional benchtops. For most applications, the air pressure in the center body provides a significant portion of the isolation capabilities of the mounts.
 In-house air, bottled air, or nitrogen can be used for pressurization of the mounts. The station includes a safety master regulator and an individual pressure regulator and gauge for each vibration isolator to allow easy inflation and balancing of the benchtop. This inflation system also allows you to operate the table while it is continuously connected to the gas supply; this in-line operation is recommended to ensure a steady, balanced work surface.
 Each isolator is rated for a 25-100 pound (11.3 kg - 45.4 kg) load, so you can safely operate a standard station with up to 350 pounds (159 mm) of net load (with weight plates removed). For very light loads, under 25 pounds (11.3 kg.), it is recommended that the table be operated with one or more plate weights. Varying weights produce varying vibration-isolation results, depending on the frequency of vibrations in your facility; for best results, experiment with varying plate weight configurations. Weights are included with each station.
 Frame and Bench Top
 A thick-gauge steel plate provides optimum reinforcement and prevents sagging under heavy loads. This undertop is encased in the recessed underside of the benchtop and fastened to it, forming a two-piece floating work station. It is securely set on four to six vibration-free mounts, isolating the work surface from any possible shocks or vibrations. The undertop also comes with fasteners that allow one or two 40-lb. (18 kg.) weight plates to be added to the bench. 
 The frame is fabricated of all-welded 2" (51 mm) square 304 stainless steel tubing with 12-gauge thickness. The sturdy welded construction eliminates the need for leg bracing below the top frame, and the heavy-wall tubing allows the bench top to support much heavier loads than conventional benches without sagging.
 The legs are fabricated of heavy-gauge 2" (51 mm) and 1.75" (44 mm) square tubing. Telescopoing design allows height adjustment. Benches include plastic, nonmarking glides and are available with the ErgoHeight™ option for motorized height adjustment.
 The stainless steel benchtop combines chemical resistance and complete static conductivity. Each of these stations can accommodate virtually any load without sagging, and their ergonomic, low-profile design affords all of the comfort and convenience of standard benches.
 A thick-gauge steel plate provides optimum reinforcement and prevents sagging under heavy loads. This undertop is encased in the recessed underside of the benchtop and fastened to it, forming a two-piece floating work station. It is securely set on four to six vibration-free mounts, isolating the work surface from any possible shocks or vibrations. The undertop also comes with fasteners that allow one or two 40-lb. (18 kg.) weight plates to be added to the bench.
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	Terra Part #	Price	Ships in			


	
304 Stainless Steel

Durable; resistant to corrosion, chemicals/solvents, and rust. Making it the preferred material wherever frequent cleaning and sterilization are required.







	
304 Stainless Steel

Durable; resistant to corrosion, chemicals/solvents, and rust. Making it the preferred material wherever frequent cleaning and sterilization are required.








	Telescoping Legs	1200 lb	304 Stainless Steel	Solid	304 Stainless Steel	84"	30"	25"- 34"	ISO 6	

1570-83A
42398

	
$4,411
	1-3 Days
	2	



Quick Ship+



Only 7 left in stock



	

	Telescoping Legs	1200 lb	304 Stainless Steel	Solid	304 Stainless Steel	48"	30"	25"- 34"	ISO 6	

1570-80A
42392

	
$3,923
	1-3 Days
	3	



Quick Ship+



Only 8 left in stock



	

	Telescoping Legs	1200 lb	304 Stainless Steel	Solid	304 Stainless Steel	60"	30"	25"- 34"	ISO 6	

1570-81A
42394

	
$4,059
	1-3 Days
	4	



Quick Ship+



Only 3 left in stock



	

	Telescoping Legs	1200 lb	304 Stainless Steel	Solid	304 Stainless Steel	72"	30"	25"- 34"	ISO 6	

1570-82A
42396

	
$4,121
	1-3 Days
	5	



Quick Ship+



Only 1 left in stock
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Up to 30-day trial periods, free return shipping and on-site training available for qualified equipment.

Request demo from your product specialist or add note to your order or quote request.
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Custom-configured product. Contact Terra by phone, chat or email for a project-specific quote. 
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Custom-configured product. Contact Terra by phone, chat or email for a project-specific quote. 
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[image: Work Station, Vibration-Free; 304 Stainless Steel, Solid Top, 84" W x 30" D x 36" H]


Work Station, Vibration-Free; 304 Stainless Steel, Solid Top, 84" W x 30" D x 36" H



$4,411


Ships in (1-3 Days)


Only 7 left in stock









[image: Work Station, Vibration-Free; 304 Stainless Steel, Solid Top, 48" W x 30" D x 36" H]


Work Station, Vibration-Free; 304 Stainless Steel, Solid Top, 48" W x 30" D x 36" H



$3,923


Ships in (1-3 Days)


Only 8 left in stock









[image: Work Station, Vibration-Free; 304 Stainless Steel, Solid Top, 60" W x 30" D x 36" H]


Work Station, Vibration-Free; 304 Stainless Steel, Solid Top, 60" W x 30" D x 36" H



$4,059


Ships in (1-3 Days)


Only 3 left in stock









[image: Work Station, Vibration-Free; 304 Stainless Steel, Solid Top, 72" W x 30" D x 36" H]


Work Station, Vibration-Free; 304 Stainless Steel, Solid Top, 72" W x 30" D x 36" H



$4,121


Ships in (1-3 Days)


Only 1 left in stock
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	Available ISO Ratings: ISO 6, ISO 7, ISO 8

	Pneumatic vibration-free mounts isolate up to 90% of building vibration
	Stainless steel construction meets ISO 5 (Class 100) particle requirements
	Low-profile, ergonomic design combines stability with convenience
	Built-in pneumatic controller simplifies leveling, allows continuous in-line operation
	Available with the ErgoHeight option for motorized height adjustment
	Bumper isolates front edge of bench and serves as armrest

	Vibration absorbing mounts isolate high vibration with a frequency down to 2 - 4 Hz
	Adjustable, floating work surface for leveling within ± 0.25
	The under-top has fasteners that allow one or two 40-lb. weight plates to be added to the bench 
	All-welded, 12-gauge steel frame, square tubular
	Telescopic "A" base models height adjustable from 26" - 35"
	Use dry air or nitrogen to pressurize the isolation mounts
	Each isolator rated for up to 100 lbs.
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 Vibration-Free Work Station
 [image: Stainless Steel Vibration Isolation Table] 


 	Pneumatic vibration-free mounts isolate up to 90% of building vibration, eliminate operator fatigue and nausea during microscope operations
	Low-profile, ergonomic design combines stability with convenience
	Built-in pneumatic controller simplifies leveling, allows continuous in-line operation
	Meets Class 100 particle requirements
	Bumper isolates front edge of bench and provides an arm rest
	All-304 stainless steel construction meets the critical cleanliness requirements

 Manufacturers who routinely engage in high-magnification operations know there's more than one cause of motion sickness. Shaky work surfaces not only compromise precision and accuracy—they also literally make you sick!
 As geometries get smaller and assembly and test procedures become more dependent on high magnifications, it becomes more important than ever before to ensure the optimal work surface for every application. That can mean not only effective vibration isolation, but also Class 1 cleanliness, static-dissipation, automated conveyance systems, and a host of other critical operating conditions. Failure to meet any one of these requirements can lead to microscopic errors—and big problems.
 A Modular Vibration-Free Surface For Every Requirement 
 Terra Universal's Vibration-Free Work Station provides the optimal solution to these problems. It incorporates an advanced vibration-control design to provide the ideal work station for high-precision microelectronic manufacturing and testing operations—such as substrate aligning and measuring, surface profiling, probing, and wire bonding. Because the work station isolates 90% of typical building vibration, it eliminates worker fatigue, headaches, and nausea that result from microscopic operations on a shaky surface.
 Each work station consists of five basic components: the frame, benchtop, undertop, shock bumper, and the pneumatic vibration-absorbing mounts and regulation system.
 Pneumatic Vibration-Absorbing Mounts 
 These built-in mounts are designed for applications that require exceptionally high vibration isolation, with a natural frequency down to 2-4 Hz. The vibration absorbing system offers high deflection and a horizontal-to-vertical stillness ratio of one-to-one. This ensures excellent stability without lateral restraints; the system isolates up to 90% of most building vibrations.
 By varying the air input supplied to the pneumatic mounts while a load is applied, the floating work surface can be adjusted in height for leveling within ± .25" (6 mm). Since pneumatic mounts operate at zero deflection under load, this work station requires 30% to 60% less free height than conventional benchtops. For most applications, the air pressure in the center body provides a significant portion of the isolation capabilities of the mounts.
 In-house air, bottled air, or nitrogen can be used for pressurization of the mounts. The station includes a safety master regulator and an individual pressure regulator and gauge for each vibration isolator to allow easy inflation and balancing of the benchtop. This inflation system also allows you to operate the table while it is continuously connected to the gas supply; this in-line operation is recommended to ensure a steady, balanced work surface.
 Each isolator is rated for a 25-100 pound (11.3 kg - 45.4 kg) load, so you can safely operate a standard station with up to 350 pounds (159 mm) of net load (with weight plates removed). For very light loads, under 25 pounds (11.3 kg.), it is recommended that the table be operated with one or more plate weights. Varying weights produce varying vibration-isolation results, depending on the frequency of vibrations in your facility; for best results, experiment with varying plate weight configurations. Weights are included with each station.
 Frame and Bench Top
 A thick-gauge steel plate provides optimum reinforcement and prevents sagging under heavy loads. This undertop is encased in the recessed underside of the benchtop and fastened to it, forming a two-piece floating work station. It is securely set on four to six vibration-free mounts, isolating the work surface from any possible shocks or vibrations. The undertop also comes with fasteners that allow one or two 40-lb. (18 kg.) weight plates to be added to the bench. 
 The frame is fabricated of all-welded 2" (51 mm) square 304 stainless steel tubing with 12-gauge thickness. The sturdy welded construction eliminates the need for leg bracing below the top frame, and the heavy-wall tubing allows the bench top to support much heavier loads than conventional benches without sagging.
 The legs are fabricated of heavy-gauge 2" (51 mm) and 1.75" (44 mm) square tubing. Telescopoing design allows height adjustment. Benches include plastic, nonmarking glides and are available with the ErgoHeight™ option for motorized height adjustment.
 The stainless steel benchtop combines chemical resistance and complete static conductivity. Each of these stations can accommodate virtually any load without sagging, and their ergonomic, low-profile design affords all of the comfort and convenience of standard benches.
 A thick-gauge steel plate provides optimum reinforcement and prevents sagging under heavy loads. This undertop is encased in the recessed underside of the benchtop and fastened to it, forming a two-piece floating work station. It is securely set on four to six vibration-free mounts, isolating the work surface from any possible shocks or vibrations. The undertop also comes with fasteners that allow one or two 40-lb. (18 kg.) weight plates to be added to the bench.
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Adjustable Telescoping Legs 

Workstations include telescoping legs to enhance ergonomics, reduce shipping cost, integrate with existing tables or casework, and support multiple operators who require different work surface heights. Each telescoping workstation is tested to ensure a weight load of 1,200 pounds.
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Stainless Steel Vibration-Free Work Station, 72"W x 30"D 

Pneumatic dampeners isolate work surface from building vibration that can cause motion sickness during high-magnification work; all-304 stainless steel construction meets cleanroom requirements (shown: 60"W model)
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Human Vibration Sensitivity Threshold 

Intrinsic levels of vibration in common workplace settings. Humans can sense vibration near 200 um/sec when performing microscopy work.
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Learn More





Vibration-Free Work Station 

Terra’s Vibration-Free Work Station applies pneumatic vibration control to the entire table. Reduces operator nausea during microscopy processes.
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Learn More





Durable, High-Quality Glides 

Product glides and leveling feet represent the first line of defense against cleanroom contamination. As glides come into contact with cleaners and harsh chemicals, they are often the first component to deteriorate. Terra's glides are durable, chemical resistant, built-to-last, and ISO-rated.
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Enhanced Clarity Eliminates Operator Fatigue and Nausea 

Instrument isolation platform and table systems enhance microscope image clarity and eliminates operator fatigue and nausea.
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Continuous Product Improvement 

At Terra, we strive to develop and produce the highest quality products for our customers to improve health, safety, performance, and yields. Our product quality is enabled by high-grade manufacturing equipment and processes, 45 years of engineering and application expertise, and our commitment to continuously improve.
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Products Compliant With Your ISO Rating 

Provide Terra with your desired ISO rating. We will tailor the product to meet your rating and supply a certificate of compliance appended to your invoice, to be included in your compliance package. All certificates are archived in Terra's system for quick retrieval.
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[image: TMC CleanBench™ Vibration Isolation Tables support balanced loads up to 500 lbs. (shown with two optional sliding shelves)  |  3435-16 displayed]




Group of 5 products


CleanBench™ Vibration Isolation Tables


From 

As low as

$5,147 



 



Some ship in 25 - 35 days









	 

 


[image: The ClassOne Vibration-Isolation Table is suitable for cleaner-than-Class-100 cleanrooms]




Group of 8 products


ClassOne™ Cleanroom Vibration Isolation Tables


From 

As low as

$8,510 



 



Some ship in 25 - 35 days









	 

 


[image: Vibration-free platforms utilize pneumatic isolators to provide benchtop vibration isolation in both vertical and horizontal  |  1580-03 displayed]





Vibration Isolation Platform; Pneumatic, Passive Damped; 304 Stainless Steel, 24" W x 24" D x 3" H





$2,808 


 



Usually Ships in 1 - 3 days




Add to Cart
































Other products you may find relevant




	 

 


[image: 304 stainless steel cleanroom chair with arm rests and non-skid polyurethane leveling feel  |  2806-90 displayed]




Group of 2 products


BioSafe® Autoclave-Safe EZ-Clean Chairs


From 

As low as

$3,007 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Terra's BioSafe® 304 Stainless Steel Footrests stand up to harsh cleaning agents and provide a firm foot platform while working]




Group of 5 products


Footrests for Labs and Cleanrooms


From 

As low as

$175 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Anti-fatigue mats enhance worker comfort, resist chemicals and common disinfectants, and prevent accumulation of microbes  |  5606-00 displayed]




Group of 21 products


Anti-Fatigue Mats by Wearwell


From 

As low as

$77 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Plexiglass microscope breath shield, 11" x 11", protects microscope samples against contaminants more effectively than face masks  |  1600-25 displayed]




Group of 4 products


Sneeze Guard™ Microscope Breath Shields


From 

As low as

$21 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Vinyl material and ultra-clean construction makes this chair suitable for use in a Class 100 environment  |  1012-05 displayed]




Group of 3 products


ISO 5 Cleanroom Chairs by Dauphin


From 

As low as

$508 



 



Some ship in 8 - 14 days









	 

 


[image: Static-dissipative fabric makes these chairs safe for use around sensitive components and equipment  |  1013-00 displayed]




Group of 3 products


ESD Chairs by Dauphin


From 

As low as

$590 



 



Some ship in 8 - 14 days









	 

 


[image: Class 100 Ergonomic Static-Control Chairs include conductive casters for static-safe rolling on surfaces]




Group of 3 products


ISO 5 ESD-Control Chairs by Dauphin


From 

As low as

$609 



 



Some ship in 8 - 14 days









	 

 


[image: Dauphin Urethane Chairs are built to meet Class 10 cleanroom standards  |  1013-17 displayed]




Group of 3 products


ISO 4 Polyurethane Cleanroom Chairs by Dauphin


From 

As low as

$282 



 



Some ship in 8 - 14 days









	 

 


[image: XPert Balance Enclosure from Labconco, shown with Guardian 1000 Digital Airflow Monitor  |  3644-50 displayed]




Group of 6 products


XPert Balance Enclosures by Labconco


From 

As low as

$3,039 



 



Some ship in 20 - 24 days









	 

 


[image: Three-legged stainless steel stool with polyurethane leveling feet  |  2806-10A displayed]




Group of 3 products


BioSafe® Stainless Steel Cleanroom Stools


From 

As low as

$1,030 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Biofit blue ISO6 desk seat includes tubular steel base, footring and dual-wheel casters for ESD applications]




Group of 12 products


Rexford Static Control Stools by BioFit


From 

As low as

$379 



 



Some ship in 3 - 5 days









	 

 


[image: Bellows eyepiece for microscopes  |  1681-53 displayed]





Bellows-Type Microscope Eyepiece Interface





$285 


 



Usually Ships in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: 24-Gallon stainless steel ISO 4 BioSafe waste receptacle with a hands free foot pedal.  |  1456-18B displayed]




Group of 10 products


BioSafe® Cleanroom Waste Receptacles


From 

As low as

$443 



 



Some ship in 0 - 2 days









	 

 


[image: ValuLine Stainless Steel Trash Cans from Rubbermaid come in 5 different sizes]




Group of 4 products


ValuLine™ Waste Receptacles


From 

As low as

$385 



 



Some ship in 21 - 23 days









	 

 


[image: Stainless steel and Chrome Plated Utility Carts by InterMetro features rod or solid steel shelves]




Group of 5 products


MW Series 100 Stainless Steel Utility Carts by InterMetro


From 

As low as

$611 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: PureFlow Laminar Transport Cart system provides an uninterrupted vertical laminar flow of HEPA-filtered air in the storage area  |  1529-68 displayed]




Group of 3 products


PureFlow™ Laminar Flow Transport Carts


From 

As low as

$16,270 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: BioSafe ultra-clean stainless steel cart designed for wafer boat transportation  |  9600-14A displayed]




Group of 2 products


BioSafe® Ultra-Clean Stainless Steel Wafer Box Transport Carts


From 

As low as

$2,412 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Powder-coated steel motorized shoe cleaner provides effiicent footwear cleaning  |  1884-14 displayed]




Group of 4 products


Motorized Shoe Cleaners


From 

As low as

$3,465 



 



Some ship in 10 - 16 days









	 

 


[image: Automatically removes shoe covers with a hands-free operation and without the need to bend over]




Group of 2 products


Automatic Shoe Cover Dispenser


From 

As low as

$242 



 



Some ship in 5 - 7 days









	 

 


[image: Framelesss wall-mounted rectangular cleanroom mirror with round corners  |  5253-00 displayed]




Group of 17 products


BioSafe® Cleanroom Mirrors


From 

As low as

$790 



 



Some ship in 0 - 2 days









	 

 


[image: Stainless steel ISO-compliant hands-free sink and dryer station minimizes sources of microbial growth  |  9600-60C displayed]




Group of 7 products


BioSafe® Hands-Free Sink and Hand Dryer Stations


From 

As low as

$3,948 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: ISO-compliant BioSafe Cleanroom Garment Hamper allows clean, easy disposal of soiled cleanroom garments; polypropylene withstands wide range of corrosive chemic  |  5151-51A displayed]




Group of 4 products


BioSafe® Garment Hampers


From 

As low as

$1,473 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: BioSafe® stainless steel glove dispenser is mounted on a stainless steel waste disposal cabinet  |  4951-34A-2 displayed]




Group of 4 products


BioSafe® Stainless Steel Glove Dispensers with Waste Bin


From 

As low as

$1,684 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: BioSafe Wall-Mount Garment Dispensers in 304 stainless steel and polypropylene models feature a sloped top and a keyhole mounting slot cover  |  4952-30 displayed]




Group of 4 products


Wall-Mount Apparel Dispensers


From 

As low as

$405 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Electropolished Stainless Steel Free Standing Garmet Rack  |  5656-34 displayed]




Group of 4 products


Free Standing Single Rack Garment Racks by Advance Tabco


From 

As low as

$1,432 



 



Some ship in 20 - 25 days









	 

 


[image: Garment storage cabinet. Product details may differ.]




Group of 45 products


Garment Cabinets; Hanger Rod without Divider


From 

As low as

$1,446 



 



Some ship in 4 - 6 days









	 

 


[image: BioSafe 304 Stainless Steel Multifunctional Storage System includes 20 slots and slope top]




Group of 10 products


Free-Standing BioSafe® Multifunctional Storage Systems


From 

As low as

$2,416 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: 4’ adjustable 304 stainless steel wire shelves with Microban antimicrobial coating and chrome plating]




Group of 46 products


Super Erecta Shelving Systems by InterMetro


From 

Request Quote



 



Some ship in 4 - 6 days









	 

 


[image: For cleanroom maintenance, ISO 4 BioSafe step stairs and work platforms are non-folding options for ideal maintenance tasks]




Group of 20 products


BioSafe® Cleanroom Mobile Step Ladders


From 

As low as

$2,772 



 



Some ship in 0 - 2 days









	 

 


[image: 30"H stainless steel square stool  |  2804-62 displayed]




Group of 3 products


Square Stainless Steel Cleanroom Stools


From 

As low as

$978 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days

































Buy Accessories









Manuals & Resources





Manuals & Resources



Manual [pdf]


Vibration-Isolated Work Stations 


This manual includes general installation and operating instructions for Terra's Vibration-Isolated Work Stations. 






White Paper [pdf]


Vibration Isolation Guide 


Foot traffic and air handlers can disrupt work processes, so vibration control is critical for efficiency and accuracy in precision applications. Learn more about the effects of vibration and how to control it. 






Tech Resource [pdf]


Chemical Compatibility Charts 


A general guide describing the effects of different chemicals on various materials. Included here are metals, plastics and rubber/synthetics. 






Tech Resource [pdf]


Stainless Steel Cleaning Guidelines 


This document explains how to properly clean and disinfect stainless steel products. 






Brochure [pdf]


Contractors and Architects Brochure 


Brochure featuring products commonly sold through contractors and architects. 
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On a tight schedule? Choose FasTrak 24/7 Priority Service to help meet your critical schedule for Terra-manufactured products, either before or after your order is placed.*

	FasTrak 24/7 provides a 24/7 commitment to meet the shipping date YOU specify, regardless of quoted lead times.
	FasTrak 24/7 assigns a dedicated production team plus a dedicated senior expeditor working three shifts to meet your delivery specification.
	FasTrak 24/7 guarantees* to meet the agreed-to specified ship date.


Call for pricing. FasTrak service fees cover costs of additional services only, without additional profit.

 * Terra's FasTrak services limited guarantee: to ship on the ESD or date specified OR to refund up to 100% of FasTrak charges. This guarantee covers no direct, special, consequential or other damages and is strictly limited to up to 100% of the amount paid for FasTrak service. When a specified ship date is missed due to factors outside Terra's control (vendor performance, deliveries by shipping companies, etc.) and random factors such as accidents, the credit of up to 100% of the FasTrak 24/7 may not apply. FasTrak service requested after order placement will be quoted and accepted based on available time remaining before required ship date.
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 Receive 10% OFF your first order.








Continue
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TerraUniversal.com

Critical Environment Solutions®





















Pricing and specs are subject to change without notice. Call +1 (714) 578-6100 or read our terms and conditions for more information.







Terra Universal +1 (714) 578-6100

[email protected]

Hours Mon - Fri, 07:00 AM - 06:00 PM (Pacific Time)

800 S. Raymond Ave., Fullerton, CA 92831

More contact options
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Subscribe




Be the first to hear about new products, usage tips, and sales events.
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 Units of measure



US

	

US

	

Metric









Find an International or Domestic Terra Representative

	Americas (excluding USA)
	Asia
	Europe
	Middle East
	Oceania
	United States







Source your lab and analytic equipment from our trusted sister site.
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